ReLEx® Accessories*

G-33952
CHANSUE
FEMTO DOUBLE-ENDED INSTRUMENT
lenticule spatula, blunt and with hook

G-33950
CHANSUE
FEMTO DOUBLE-ENDED INSTRUMENT
lenticule spatula, blunt spoon and with hook

G-33954
GÜELL
FEMTO DOUBLE-ENDED INSTRUMENT
lenticule spatula, blunt, rounded tip slightly curved and with hook
ReLEx®
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G-33960
RUPAL SHAH
LENTICULE FORCEPS
serrated tips, curved

G-18914
BURATTO
LASIK
CORNEAL FLAP FORCEPS

G-33961
LENTICULE FORCEPS
bent, 7.5 mm

G-33759
FIXATION RING
inside diameter 13.0 mm
swivelable, 9 teeth, blunt

* ReLEx is a registered trademark of Carl Zeiss Meditec
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